LFR is a popular benchmark graph generator used to evaluate community detection algorithms. We present EM-LFR, the first external memory algorithm able to generate massive complex networks following the LFR benchmark. Its most expensive component is the generation of random graphs with prescribed degree sequences which can be divided into two steps: the graphs are first materialized deterministically using the Havel-Hakimi algorithm and then randomized. Our main contributions are EM-HH and EM-ES, two I/O-efficient external memory algorithms for these two steps. In an experimental evaluation we demonstrate their performance: our implementation is able to handle graphs with more than 37 billion edges on a single machine, is competitive with a massive parallel distributed algorithm and on smaller instances faster than a state-of-the-art internal memory implementation. The implementation of EM-LFR is capable of generating large graph instances orders of magnitude faster than the original implementation. By applying clustering algorithms to generated instances, we give evidence that both implementations yield graphs with matching properties. * This work was partially supported by the DFG under grants ME 2088/3-1, WA 654/22-1 and MADALGO -Center for Massive Data Algorithmics, a Center of the Danish National Research Foundation.
Introduction
Complex networks, such as web graphs or social networks, are usually composed of communities, also called clusters, that are internally dense but externally sparsely connected. Finding these clusters, which can be disjoint or overlapping, is a common task in network analysis. A large number of algorithms trying to find meaningful clusters have been proposed, see [15, 16, 18] for an overview. Synthetic benchmarks are commonly used for evaluating clustering algorithms since for most real-world networks it is not known which clusters they contain and which of them are actually detectable through structure [4, 16] . In the last years, the LFR benchmark [22, 23] has become a standard benchmark for evaluating clustering algorithms both for disjoint and for overlapping communities [12] .
With the emergence of massive networks that cannot be handled in the main memory of a single computer, new clustering schemes have been proposed for advanced models of computation [8, 43] . Since such algorithms typically use hierarchical input representations, quality results of small benchmarks may not be generalizable to larger instances. Therefore, we propose a generator in the external memory (EM) model of computation that follows the LFR benchmark and is capable of producing graphs larger than internal memory. The distributed CKB benchmark [9] is a step in a similar direction. However, it considers only overlapping clusters and uses a different model of communities. In contrast, our approach is a direct realization of the established LFR benchmark and supports both disjoint and overlapping clusters.
In preliminary experiments, we identified the generation of random graphs with prescribed degree sequence as the main issue when transferring the LFR benchmark into an EM setting -both in terms of algorithmic complexity and runtime. For this, the LFR benchmark uses the fixed degree sequence model (FDSM), also known as edge-switching Markov-chain algorithm (e.g. [29] ). While it is tempting to replace the FDSM by faster alternatives like the erased Configuration Model, this does not lead to the same results as skewed degree distributions, as used by the LFR benchmark, are not properly realized [36] .
Our Contribution
Our main contributions are the first external memory versions of the LFR benchmark and the FDSM which we present as follows: After defining our notation, we introduce the LFR benchmark in more detail and then focus on the FDSM. It consists of a) generating a deterministic graph from a prescribed degree sequence (EM-HH, Section 4) and b) randomizing this graph using random edge switches (EM-ES, Section 5). These steps form a pipeline which moves data from one algorithm to the next. Sections 6, 7 and 8 describe algorithms for the remaining steps of the external memory LFR benchmark, EM-LFR. We conclude with an experimental evaluation of our algorithms and demonstrate that our EM version of the FDSM is faster than an existing internal memory implementation, scales well to large instances and can compete with a distributed parallel algorithm [6] . Further, we compare our EM-LFR implementation to the original LFR implementation and show that it is significantly faster while producing equivalent graphs in terms of community detection algorithm performance and graph properties.
External-Memory Model
We consider the commonly accepted external memory model by Aggarwal and Vitter [1] . It features a two-level memory hierarchy with fast internal memory (IM) which may hold up to M data items and a slow disk of unbounded size. The measure of an algorithm's performance is the number of I/Os required, where each I/O moves a block of B consecutive items between memory levels. Reading or writing n contiguous items from or to disk requires scan(n) = Θ(n/B) I/Os. Sorting n consecutive items triggers sort(n) = Θ((n/B) · log M/B (n/B)) I/Os. For all realistic values of n, B and M , scan(n) < sort(n) ≪ n. Sorting complexity constitutes a lower bound for most intuitively non-trivial EM tasks [1, 28] .
Time Forward Processing
Let A be an algorithm which performs discrete events over time (e.g., iterations of a loop) that produce values which are reused by following events. The data dependencies of A can be modeled using a directed acyclic graph G=(V, E) where every node v ∈ V corresponds to an event [25] . The edge (u, v) ∈ E indicates that the value produced by u will be required by v. By computing a solution, the algorithm traverses G in a topological order. For simplicity, we assume G to be already ordered, i.e. ∀ (u, v) ∈ E : u < v. Then, the Time Forward Processing (TFP) technique uses a minimum priority queue (PQ) to provide the means to transport data as implied by G: For each event u in increasing order, receive messages sent to it by claiming and removing all items with priority u from the PQ which inductively are head elements at that time. The event then computes its value x u and sends it to every successor v by inserting x u into the PQ with priority v. Using an EM PQ [3, 35] , this incurs O(sort(k)) I/Os where k is the number of messages sent.
The LFR Benchmark
The LFR benchmark [23] describes a generator for random graphs featuring an explicit community structure, a powerlaw degree distribution, and a powerlaw community size distribution. A revised version [22] also introduces weighted and directed graphs with overlapping communities. We consider the most commonly used versions with unweighted, undirected graphs and possibly overlapping communities. The generator has the following parameters:
• Number n of nodes and their powerlaw degree distribution Pld d min ,dmax,γ with typically γ=2.
• The powerlaw distribution Pld s min ,smax,β of the communities' sizes where commonly β=1.
• The global mixing parameter 0 < µ < 1 which is the ratio of neighbors of each node u that shall not share a community with u. • The number 0 ≤ O ≤ n of nodes that belong to exactly ν ≥ 1 communities. Each of the remaining n−O nodes is member of only one community.
The revised generator [22] changes the original algorithm [23] even for the initial scenario of unweighted, undirected graphs and non-overlapping communities. Here, we describe the modern approach, which is also used in the author's implementation [14] : Initially, the degree sequence D=(d 1 , . . . , d n ), the number of memberships (ν 1 , . . . , ν n ) of each node, and community sizes S = (s 1 , . . . , s C ) with C ξ=1 s ξ = n are randomly sampled according to the supplied parameters. Observe that the number of communities C follows endogenously and we assume that nodes are members of at most ν=O(1) communities for our analysis which implies C=O(n). The algorithm then assigns every node v to ν v ∈ {1, ν} communities at random such that the requested community sizes and number of communities per node are realized. Further, the desired internal degree d in u = (1−µ) · d u of each node u has to be strictly smaller than the size s ξ of its community ξ. In the case of overlapping communities, the internal degree is evenly split among all communities a node is part of. Using the FDSM, the algorithm generates an intra-community graph per community using the desired internal degrees as well as a global inter-community graph with the remaining degrees. In the overlapping case, rewiring steps are Figure 1 : EM-HH on D=(1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3). Values of L and D in row i correspond to the state at the beginning of the i-th iteration. Groups are visualized directly after extraction of the head vertex. The number next to an edge-to symbol indicates the new degree. After these updates, splitting and merging takes place. An edge (u, v) in the output graph (which is in fact undirected) merely emphasizes that node u was extracted and paired with v; an edge weight states the iteration in which the edge was generated.
used to remove edges that are in multiple communities and would result in duplicate edges in the final graph. Finally, in order not to violate the mixing parameter µ, rewiring steps are applied on the global inter-community graph to replace edges between two nodes sharing a community. While for realistic parameters most intra-community graphs fit into main memory, we cannot assume the same for the global graph. For the global graph and for large communities, an external memory variant of the FDSM is applicable which we implement using EM-HH and EM-ES described in Sections 4 and 5.
EM-HH : Deterministic Edges from a Degree Sequence
In this chapter we introduce an EM-variant of the well-known Havel-Hakimi scheme that takes a positive non-decreasing degree sequence 1 D=(d 1 , . . . , d n ) and if possible outputs a graph
Havel [17] and Hakimi [19] gave inductive characterizations of graphical sequences which directly lead to a deterministic graph generator: Given D, connect the first node with degree d 1 (minimal among all nodes) to d 1 -many high degree vertices by emitting edges to nodes (n−d 1 +1), . . . , n. Then, decrement the remaining degree of each new neighbor yielding sequence D ′ . 2 Subsequently, remove zero-entries and sort D ′ while keeping track of the original positions to be able to output the correct node indices. Finally, recurse until no positive entries remain.
After every iteration, the size of D is reduced by at least one which gives a linear bound on the number of rounds. Moving this approach to EM, it is non-trivial to keep the sequence ordered after decrementing the neighbors' degrees. Since every egde requires an update, a naïve approach based on an EM PQ incurs Θ(sort(m)) I/Os.
We propose the Havel-Hakimi variant EM-HH which emits edges in lexicographically increasing order. They can be fed to any single-pass streaming algorithm in an online fashion without a round-trip to disk. Additionally, EM-HH may be used to test whether a degree sequence D is graphical in time O(n). Thus, we consider only internal I/Os and emphasize that storing the output requires O(m) time and O(scan(m)) I/Os where m is the number of edges produced.
Data structure. Instead of maintaining the degree of every node in D individually, EM-HH compacts nodes with equal degrees into a group g j , yielding D D := {d i : 1≤i≤n} groups. Since D is monotonous, such nodes have consecutive ids and the compaction can be performed in a streaming fashion. The sequence is then represented by a doubly linked list L = [g j ] 1≤j≤D D with g j = (b j , n j , δ j ) where δ j denotes the group's degree, n j the number of nodes in it and b j its begin (i.e. the smallest node index of the consecutive sequence). The algorithm is built around the following invariants which hold at the beginning of every iteration:
Because of (I1), a list L of size D D describes a graph with at least D D i=1 i/2 edges. Thus, graphs generated from an internal memory L with D D = Θ(M ) have Ω(M 2 ) edges; even under pessimistic assumptions this amounts to an edge list of more than 1 PB of size on realistic machines 3 . Therefore, even in the worst case the whole data structure can be kept in IM for all practical scenarios. As indicated in Fig. 6 (Appendix D), graphs with D D =Θ(n) exist. However, Lemma 1 gives a sub-linear bound on D D if D is sampled from a powerlaw distribution: Lemma 1. Let D be a degree sequence with n nodes sampled from Pld 1,n,γ . Then, the number of unique degrees D D = {d i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is bound by O(n 1/γ ) with high probability.
Proof. refer to Appendix D.
Therefore, a graph sampled from a powerlaw distribution with m = O(M 2γ ) can be computed with high probability in IM. Nevertheless, we show in Lemma 4 (Appendix D) that EM-HH can also be adjusted for external memory triggering just O(scan(D D )) I/Os.
Algorithm. (see also Algo. 1, Appendix D) EM-HH works in n rounds where every iteration corresponds to a recursion step of the original formulation. Each time it extracts the smallest available vertex id u with minimal degree d. The extraction is achieved by incrementing the lowest node id (b 1 ← b 1 +1) of group g 1 and decreasing its size (n 1 ← n 1 −1). If the group becomes empty (n 1 = 0), it is removed from L. We now connect u to d nodes at the end of L. Let j be the smallest index of a group g j vertex u is connected to.
(C1) If node u connects to all nodes in g j , we directly emit the edges [u, n−d+1], [u, n−d+2], . . . ,
[u, n] and decrement the degrees of all groups g j , . . . , g D D . Since degree δ j−1 remains unchanged, it may now match the decremented δ j . This violation of (I1) is resolved by merging both groups into one: Due to (I2), the union of g j−1 and g j contains consecutive ids and it suffices to grow n j−1 ← n j−1 +n j and to delete group g j from L. (C2) If u connects only to a number f < n j of nodes in group g j , we split g j into two groups g ′ j and g ′′ j of sizes f and n j −f respectively. We then connect to all f nodes in the first fragment g ′ j and hence need to decrease its degree. Thus, a merge analogously to (C1) may be required (see Fig. 1 ). Now, groups g j+1 , . . . , g D D are consumed wholly as in (C1).
If the requested degree d cannot be met (i.e., d > D D k=1 n k ), the input is not graphical [17] . Since the vast majority of nodes have low degrees, a sufficiently large random powerlaw degree sequence D contains at most very few nodes which cannot be materialized as requested. Therefore, we do not explicitly ensure that the sampled degree sequence is graphical and rather correct the negligible inconsistencies later on by ignoring the unsatisfiable requests.
A simple optimization reduces the time complexity to process node u (without emitting edges) to O(1) yielding a test whether D is graphical in time O(n). It is also the foundation for the I/O-efficient version in Lemma 4. Observe that splitting and merging affects only groups in the so-called active frontier, i.e. in the vicinity of group g j . In contrast, the so-called stable groups g j+1 , . . . , g D D keep their relative degree differences. Further, they will become neighbors to all subsequently extracted nodes until group g j+1 will eventually be an active merge candidate. Thus, we do not have to update the stable degrees in every round, but rather maintain a global iteration counter I: When a group g k becomes stable in iteration I 0 , we annotate it with I 0 by adding δ k ← δ k +I 0 . If g k has to be activated again in iteration I > I 0 , its updated degree follows as δ k ← δ k −I. The degree δ k remains positive since (I1) enforces a timely activation.
EM-ES: I/O-efficient Edge Switching
EM-ES is a central building block of our pipeline and used to randomize and rewire existing graphs (refer to Appendix F for a detailed description). It applies a sequence S=[σ s ] 1≤s≤k of 
where [α 1 , α 2 ] = e a and [β 1 , β 2 ] = e b are the edges at positions a and b in the edge list E L . Fig. 2 . We assume that the swap's constituents are drawn independently and uniformly at random. Thus, the sequence may contain illegal swaps that would introduce multiedges or self-loops. Such illegal swaps must not be executed but are simply skipped. Therefore, the following tasks have to be addressed to perform σ( a, b , d): (i) gather the nodes incident to edges e a and e b , (ii) compute e σ a and e σ b and skip if a self-loop arises, (iii) verify that the graph remains simple, i.e. skip if already e σ a ∈ E L or e σ b ∈ E L , (iv) update the graph representation E L . If the whole graph fits in IM, a hash set per node can be employed to store all neighbors and allow adjacency queries and updates in expected constant time (e.g., VL-ES [41] ). Then, steps (iii) and (iv) can be executed for each swap in expected time O(1). However, in the EM model this approach incurs Ω(1) I/Os per swap with high probability for a graph with m ≥ 2M .
In order to avoid this, we process Θ(|E|) swaps together in one run. Note that two swaps within a run can depend on each other: If an edge is contained in more than one swap, the nodes incident to the edge may change after the first swap has been executed. Further, there is also a dependency between two swaps σ i , σ j if executing σ i creates or removes an edge that is created by σ j since the resulting graph has to remain simple. We model both types of dependencies explicitly and forward information between dependent swaps using Time Forward Processing.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , EM-ES executes several phases: Firstly, we load for every swap the nodes incident to the edges e a and e b by scanning through all edges E L . At the same time, we also note whenever several swaps request the same edge and establish a dependency chain for them. Since either information may not fit into IM, it is propagated using external memory sorters in a TFP fashion. In a subsequent simulation phase, we compute for every swap σ the target edges e σ a and e σ b and forward them according to the dependency chain. Using this mechanism, subsequent swaps that contain the edge id a or b receive the additional edge state. If a swap receives several configurations of its edges, the simulation is performed on every pair of their cartesian product. For every edge that might be the result of a swap, we issue an existence request.
In a second scan through E L , we answer all these requests and forward the information to the respective swap. While answering the requests, EM-ES also tracks dependencies between the results of the swaps in a second chain. Based on the answered existence requests, we are able to decide whether a swap can be performed or has to be skipped; the final decision is propagated in both dependency chains similar to the previous simulation phase. In a last step, we update the graph by removing loaded edges and adding the updated ones.
As detailed in Appendix F and supported by experiments in section 9.1, we can process m/8 swaps in a single run resulting in reasonably short dependency chains. Thus, the I/O-efficient algorithm triggers O(⌈k/m⌉ sort(m)) I/Os.
EM-CA: Community Assignment
To simplify the introduction of the EM community assignment EM-CA, we first restrict ourselves to the non-overlapping case, in which every node belongs to exactly one community: Consider a sequence of community sizes S = [s ξ ] 1≤ξ≤C with n= C ξ=1 s ξ and a sequence of intra-
. Let S and D be non-increasing and positive. The task is to find a random surjective assignment χ :
Without constraint (R2), the bipartite assignment graph 4 χ can be sampled in the spirit of the Configuration Model [30]: Uniformly draw a permutation π of nodes at random and assign nodes {π(x ξ +1), . . . , π(x ξ +s ξ )} to community ξ where x ξ := ξ−1 i=1 s i . To ease later modifications, we prefer the following iterative formulation: While there exists a yet unassigned node u, draw a community X with probability proportional to the number of its remaining free slots (i.e. P[X=ξ] ∝ s ξ ) at random. Assign u to X, reduce the community's probability mass by updating s X ← s X −1 and repeat. By construction, the first scheme is unbiased and the equivalence of both approaches is a special case of Lemma 2 (see below).
We implement the random selection process efficiently based on a binary tree, where each community corresponds to a leaf with a weight equal to the number of free slots in the community. Inner nodes store the total weight of their left subtree. In order to draw a community, we sample a number Y ∈ [0, W C ) uniformly at random where W C := C ξ=1 s ξ is the tree's total weight. Following the tree according to Y yields the leaf corresponding to community X. An I/O-efficient data structure [26] based on lazy evaluation for such dynamic probability distributions enables a fully external algorithm which requires O(n/B · log M/B (C/B)) = O(sort(n)) I/Os. However, typically we have C<M and can store the tree in IM, allowing a semi-external algorithm which needs to scan only through D, triggering O(scan(n)) I/Os.
To enforce (R2), we exploit the monotonicity of S and D. Define p v := max{ξ|s ξ > d in v } as the index of the smallest community node v may be assigned to. Since [p v ] v is therefore monotonous itself, it can be computed online with O(1) additional IM and O(scan(n)) I/Os in the fully external setting by scanning through S and D in parallel. In order to restrict the random sampling to the communities {1, . . . , p v }, we reduce the aforementioned random interval to [0, W v ) where the partial sum W v := pv−1 ξ=1 s ξ is available while computing p v . We generalize the notation of uniformity to assignments subject to (R2) as follows:
Lemma 2. Given S and D, let u, v ∈ V be two nodes with the same constraints (i.e. p u = p v ) and let c ∈ [C] be a community. Further, let χ be an assignment generated by EM-CA. Then,
Proof. refer to Appendix E.
In the overlapping case, the weight of S increases to account for nodes with multiple memberships. There is further an additional input sequence [ν v ] 1≤v≤n corresponding to the number of memberships a node v shall have -each of which has d in v intra-community neighbors. We then sample not only one community per node v, but ν v different ones.
Since ν v ≪ M , a duplication check during the repeated sampling is easy in the semi-external case and does not change the I/O complexity. However, it is possible that near the end of the execution there are less free communities than memberships requested. We address this issue by switching to an offline strategy for the last Θ(M ) assignments and keep them in IM. As ν = O(1), with high probability there are Ω(ν) communities with free slots for the last Θ(M ) vertices and a legal assignment exists. The offline strategy proceeds as before until it is unable to find ν different communities for a node. In that case, it randomly picks earlier assignments until swapping the communities is possible.
In the fully external setting, the I/O complexity grows linearly in the number of samples taken and is thus bound by O(ν sort(n)). However, the community memberships are obtained lazily and out-of-order which may assign a node several times to the same community. This corresponds to a multi-edge in the bipartite assignment graph which can be removed using the rewiring technique detailed in section 7.
Global Edge Rewiring
Edges in the global graph between nodes that share a community need to be rewired through edge swaps in order not to violate the chosen mixing parameter µ. We perform edge swaps for all forbidden edges with random partner edges as it is unlikely that the nodes incident to the resulting edges also share a community if sufficiently many communities exist. We perform multiple rounds of this scheme until no forbidden edges remain:
From the community assignment step we obtain χ as an ordered sequence of (v, ξ)-pairs that contains for each node v its community ξ. For nodes that are part of multiple communities multiple such pairs exist. Based on this, we annotate every edge with the communities of both incident vertices by scanning through the edge list twice -once sorted by source nodes, once by target nodes. For each forbidden edge, a swap is generated by drawing a random partner edge id and swap direction. Subsequently, all swaps are executed using EM-ES. As a result, we can get the set of edges that were involved in the edge swaps. Since all other edges are still allowed, we repeat the algorithm for determining forbidden edges using only the involved edges instead of the whole edge list.
Complexity. Each round needs O(sort(m)) I/Os for selecting the edges and executing the swaps. The number of rounds is usually small but highly depends on the community size distribution -the smaller the communities, the less likely are edges inside them.
Community Edge Rewiring
In the case of overlapping communities, an edge can be generated as part of multiple communities. In order to prevent parallel edges in the resulting graph, the authors of the LFR benchmark suggest a rewiring step. Here, an edge swap is executed for every duplicate edge with another edge from the same community until no more duplicate edges exist or until a certain limit is reached as new edges might be duplicates, too. Similar to the global edge rewiring, we implement this rewiring step in rounds. In each round, candidates are loaded and then matched with partner edges and the resulting swaps are executed. In this case, the partner edges need to be drawn from the same community. However, the conflict checks need to take the whole graph into account, rendering the procedure more complicated.
We annotate each edge with its community id and merge all communities together into one graph that possibly contains parallel edges. During a scan through all sorted edges, we select from each set of parallel edges all but one as candidates for rewiring. Then, a random partner from the same community is drawn for each of these edges. For this, we sort all edges and the selected candidates by community. By counting the edges per community we can sample random partners, load them in second scan, randomize their order, and assign them to the candidates of their community. For the execution, multi-edges need to be considered, i.e. we do not only need to know if an edge exists but also how many times it exists and update that information. Together with all loaded edges we also need to store community ids such that we can uniquely identify them and update the correct information.
While all this is possible using external memory, we exploit the fact that there are much less communities than nodes. Therefore, storing some information per community in internal memory is possible. We assume further that all candidates can be stored in internal memory. If there were too many candidates, we would simply consider only some of them in each run. Using the following observation we can avoid the expensive step of sorting all edges by community for every run: When scanning the edges, we can keep track of how many edges of each community we have seen so far. We sort the edge ids to be loaded for every community and keep a pointer on the current position in the list for every community. This allows us to load specific edges of all communities without the need to sort all edges by community.
Complexity. The fully external rewiring requires O(sort(m)) I/Os for the initial step and each following round. The semi-external variant triggers only O(scan(m)) I/Os per round.
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++ using the STXXL library [11] providing implementations of EM data structures, a parallel EM sorter, and an EM priority queue. We also applied several optimizations in order to reduce the required space as well as running time and compute independent tasks in parallel. Details about the applied optimizations can be found in Appendix F.3. Runtime benchmarks were conducted on the following systems: (SysA) Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 (8 cores, 16 threads, 2.40GHz), 64 GB RAM, 3× Samsung 850 PRO SATA SSD (1 TB). (SysB) We simulated a commodity workstation with 1× Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5670 (6 cores, 12 threads, 2.93GHz), 16 GB RAM, 2× Transcend SATA SSD370 (512 GB). 5 The number of repetitions per data point (with different random seeds) is denoted with S. Errorbars correspond to the unbiased estimation of the standard deviation. Since edge switching scales linearly in the number of swaps and in case of EM-ES in the number of runs, some of the measurements beyond 3 h runtime are extrapolated from the progress until then. We verified that errors stay within the indicated margin using reference measurements without extrapolation.
For LFR we perform experiments as function of n and ν and set the remaining parameters as follows: d min =10, d max =n/20, γ=2, s min =20ν, s max =νn/20, β=1, O=n.
Inter-Swap Dependencies
Whenever multiple swaps target the same edge, EM-ES simulates all possible states to be able to retrieve possibly conflicting edges. We argued that the number of dependencies (and thus the state size) remains manageable if the sequence of swaps is split into sufficiently short runs. We found that for m edges and k swaps 8k/m runs minimize the runtime for large instances. As indicated in Fig. 9 (Appendix F), in this setting 78.7 % of swaps do not receive additional edge configurations during the simulation phase and less than 0.4 % have to consider more than four additional states. Similarly 78.6 % of existence requests remain without dependencies. sequence, the conversion into the EM-HH 's compact representation, as well as the writing of the output to EM. EM-ES. Figure 4 presents the runtime required on (SysB) to process k=10m swaps in an input graph with m edges. For reference, the performance of the existing internal memory edge swap algorithm VL-ES based on the authors' implementation [41] is included. Here we report only on the edge swapping process excluding any precomputation and I/Os. To achieve comparability, we removed connectivity tests, fixed memory management issues, and adopted the number of swaps to match configurations. Further, we extended counters for edge ids and accumulated degrees to 64 bit integers in order to support experiments with more than 2 31 edges. The implementation exhibits a distinct slow-down when the data structures do not fit completely into main memory. EM-ES is faster than VL-ES for graph instances with m≥1.5 × 10 8 edges which still fit into IM. We found comparable results for average degrees between 10 and 10 3 while a higher degree increases the number of dependencies. Fig. 4 is a difficult set with degrees sampled from Pld 270,10 5 ,2 yielding an average of 10 3 , i.e. an order of magnitude larger than observable in real social networks [39, 40] .
FDSM may be applied not only to synthetic graphs, but is used on real data to assess the statistical significance of observations [36] . In that spirit, we applied EM-ES to an undirected version of the crawled ClueWeb12 graph's core [38] . Performing k = m swaps on this graph with n ≈ 9.8 × 10 8 nodes and m ≈ 3.7 × 10 10 edges is feasible in less than 19.3 h on (SysB).
Bhuiyan et al. propose a distributed edge switching algorithm and evaluate it on a compute cluster with 64 nodes each equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.60GHz 8-core processors and 64GB RAM [6] . The authors report to perform k=1.15 × 10 11 swaps on a graph with m=10 10 generated in a preferential attachment process in less than 3 h. We generated a preferential attachment graph with [26] matching the aforementioned graph size and carried out 10 10 swaps with EM-ES on (SysA). Scaling to k = 1.15 × 10 11 swaps yields a slow down of only 13.8 on a machine with 1/128 the number of comparable cores and 1/64 of internal memory.
EM-LFR. Figure 4 reports runtime of the original LFR implementation and EM-LFR as function of the number of nodes n and ν=1. EM-LFR is faster for graphs with n≥2 × 10 5 nodes which feature approximately 7 × 10 6 edges and are well in the IM domain. The implementation spends most time in randomization steps using EM-ES which is currently tuned for large graph instances; optimizations such as dynamic buffer sizes may improve its speed for smaller graphs. Further, the implementation is capable of producing graphs with more than 1 × 10 10 (the edge list twice as large as IM used) edges in less than 100 h; extrapolating Fig. 4 while ignoring memory hierarchy-related performance degradation suggests that the original implementation yields graphs 2 orders of magnitude smaller in that time.
Qualitative Comparison of EM-LFR
When designing EM-LFR, we made sure that it closely follows the LFR benchmark such that we can expect it to produce graphs following the same distribution as the original LFR generator. In order to show experimentally that we achieved this goal, we generated graphs with identical parameters using the original LFR implementation and EM-LFR. For disjoint clusters we also compare it with the implementation that is part of NetworKit [37] . Using NetworKit, we evaluate the results of Infomap [34] , Louvain [7] and OSLOM [24], three state-ofthe-art clustering algorithms [8, 12, 16] , and compare them using the adjusted rand measure [20] and NMI [13] . Further, we examine the average local clustering coefficient, a measure for the percentage of closed triangles that shows the presence of locally denser areas as expected in communities [21] . We report these measures for graphs ranging from 10 3 nodes to 10 6 nodes. In Fig. 5 we present a selection of results; all of them can be found in Appendix G. There are only small differences within the range of random noise between the graphs generated by EM-LFR and the other two implementations. Note that due to the computational costs above 10 5 edges there is only one sample for the original implementation which explains the outliers. Similar to the results in [12] , we also observe that the performance of clustering algorithms drops significantly as the graph's size grows. This might be due to less clearly defined community structures as the parameters are scaled and also due to limits of current clustering algorithms. Such behavior clearly demonstrates the necessity of EM-LFR for being able to study this phenomenon on even larger graphs and develop algorithms that are able to handle such graphs.
Outlook and Conclusion
We propose the first I/O-efficient graph generator for the LFR benchmark and the FDSM, which is the most challenging step involved: EM-HH materializes a graph based on a prescribed degree distribution without I/O for virtually all realistic parameters. Including the generation of a powerlaw degree sequence and the writing of the output to disk, our implementation generates 1.8 × 10 8 edges per second for graphs exceeding main memory. EM-ES perturbs existing graphs with m edges based on k edge switches using O(k/m · sort(m)) I/Os for k = Ω(m). We demonstrate that EM-ES is faster than the internal memory implementation [41] for large instances still fitting in main memory and scales well beyond the limited main memory. Compared to the distributed approach by [6] on a cluster with 128 CPUs, EM-ES exhibits a slow-down of only 13.8 on one CPU and hence poses a viable and cost-efficient alternative. Our EM-LFR implementation is orders of magnitude faster than the original LFR implementation for large instances and scales well to graphs exceeding main memory while the generated graphs are equivalent.
Currently, EM-ES does not fully exploit the parallelism offered by modern machines. While dependencies between swaps make a parallelization challenging, preliminary experiments indicate that an extension is possible: Each run can be further split into smaller batches which can be parallelized in the spirit of [27] . Further, this is just the starting point for clustering large graphs that exceed main memory using external memory: not only are new clustering algorithms needed, but also the evaluation of the results needs more work as computing existing evaluation measures might not be easily computable in external memory. As a first step in this direction, we provide an algorithm for calculating the popular NMI measure for disjoint clustering using external memory in Appendix C.
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B Sampling an Ordered Uniformly Sequence
The materialization of a graph as introduced in section 4 requires an ordered degree sequence D as input. The degrees D are commonly obtained using an inverse sampling technique which in turn requires an ordered sequence of n numbers drawn uniformly at random. The generation of such a sequence in the EM model without I/Os was considered for discrete values by [32, 42] . Here we discuss the sampling from a continuous distribution.
Consider m ≥ 1 random variables X 1 , . . . , X m drawn uniformly at random from [a, 1] where 0≤a<1 and let the smallest among them be X * := min{X 1 , . . . , X m }. Define F a,m [k] := P[X * ≤k] for a≤k≤1. Observe that this cumulative probability is governed by
Since F a,m [k] is injective its inverse exists and is given by F −1 a,m (u) = (1 − u 1/m )(1 − a) + a. Hence, the inverse transform technique is applicable and we can sample X * = F −1 a,m (u) based on u drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1]. Lemma 3. Given a stream y 1 , . . . , y n of i.i.d. samples drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1], a monotonous sequence x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x n uniformly distributed over [0, 1] can be constructed in an online fashion with a constant state size 6 .
Proof. For simplicity define x 0 = 0. Consider the case that elements x 1 , . . . , x i have been generated by consuming y 1 , . . . , y i . Then, the next element x i+1 is the smallest sample among the remaining n − i items drawn uniformly at random from [x i , 1]. It hence is governed by F x i ,n−i [x i+1 ] and can be sampled based on y i+1 .
C Normalized Mutual Information
While there already are algorithms for clustering graphs in the external memory model [2] , we are not aware of an EM evaluation algorithm yet. Given a graph G = (V, E), define a partition as a set P = {p 1 , . . . , p c } of pairwise disjoint subsets p i ⊆ V that cover V , i.e. c i=1 p i = V . A commonly used measure to compare partitions is normalized mutual information (NMI) [10] .
As it is only defined on the nodes of the graph and does not use the edge information, it can be calculated in internal memory for many graph instances. For completeness, we provide a fully external algorithm for computing NMI.
Mutual information of two partitions ζ, η is defined as follows
We then normalize by the average of the entropy of the two partitions. The entropy of a partition is defined as
In order to calculate the NMI of partitions ζ and η, we require the size |C ∩ D| of each non-empty intersection of communities C ∈ ζ, D ∈ η as well as the community sizes of C and D. Further, we need to iterate over the sizes of the communities in ζ and η for the normalization using the entropy.
We assume that a partition is provided as an EM vector in which the i-th entry corresponds to the community id of node i. We then generate for every node u a pair (i, j) where i is the index of the community u belongs to in ζ and analogously j in η. By sorting these pairs, we can easily calculate the sizes of the intersections. We can also obtain the sizes of the communities by sorting the original input vectors. In additional sorting steps we annotate our pairs with the sizes of both participating community ids and finally calculate the sum.
Complexity. We require a constant number of sorting steps where each step involves n items. This triggers O(sort(n)) I/O in total. · · · k k k−1 k−2 · · · 1 · · · Figure 6 : Materialization of the degree sequence D k = (k, k, k−1, k−1, . . . , 2, 2, 1, 1) with D D k = k = Θ(n) which asymptotically maximizes EM-HH's memory consumption. Proof. Consider random variables (X 1 , . . . , X n ) as an unordered degree sequence and fix 1≤j≤n. We first show that the total probability mass of degrees higher than n 1/γ is bounded by O(n 1/γ−1 ). We hence can argue that their rare occurrences do not affect D D asymptotically:
i −γ is the Riemann zeta function which satisfies ζ(γ) ≥ 1 ∀γ∈R, γ≥1. For (ii) we exploit the monotonicity of i i −γ to bound it between the two integrals b+1 a
Hence, the n 1/γ lowest degrees take the remainder of the probability mass. However, despite their high probability, they are only a few and are covered by the proposed bound. It suffices to bound the number of high degree occurrences to O(n 1/γ ): define Boolean indicator variables Y i with Y i = 1 iff X i > n 1/γ . Observe that they model a Bernoulli trail Y i ∈ B(p) with p = O(n 1/γ−1 ). Thus, the expected number of high degrees is
Chernoff's inequality gives an exponentially decreasing bound on the tail distribution of the former sum which thus holds with high probability.
D.1 EM-HH State Size
In Lemma 1, we bound the internal memory consumption of EM-HH by showing that a sequence of n numbers randomly sampled from Pld 1,n,γ contains only O(n 1/γ ) unique values with high probability. In order to support Lemma 1 and to estimate the hidden constants, samples of varying size between 10 3 and 10 8 are taken from distributions with exponents γ ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For each the number of unique elements is computed and averaged over S = 9 runs with identical configurations but different random seeds. The results illustrated in Fig. 7 support the predictions with small constants. For the commonly used exponent 2, we find 1. 38 √ n unique elements in a sequence of length n. scanning, inserting or deleting requests [33] . The first step of every iteration is the extraction the node of minimal degree. This corresponds to accessing and eventually deleting the list's first element g i . Therefore, if the list's head block is cached we only incur an I/O after deleting Θ(B) head groups, yielding O(scan(D D )) I/Os during the whole execution.
The same is true for accesses to the back of the list: The minimal degree increases monotonically during the algorithm's execution until the extracted node has to be connected to all remaining vertices. In a graphical sequence this implies that only one group remains. We can therefore ignore this simple base case in the analysis. Neglecting splitting and merging, the distance between the list's head and the active frontier hence decreases monotonously triggering O(scan(D D )) I/Os.
Merging. As described in section 4, it may be necessary to reactivate stable groups, i.e. to read again the group behind (towards L's end) the active frontier. Therefore, we not only keep the block F containing the frontier cached, but also block G behind it. This does not incur additional I/O, since we are scanning backwards through L. Therefore, we had to read G before F was reached. The reactivation of stable groups therefore only incurs an I/O after Ω(B) merges consumed the whole block G and deleted it from the list. As a consequence, reactivations may trigger only O(scan(D D )) I/Os in total.
Splitting. Observe that L can at most double in size: As indicated in Fig. 8 , splitting a group with degree d which has a neighbor of degree d ± 1 directly triggers another merge. Since a split replaces one group by two adjacent fragments which differ in their degree by exactly one, a second split to one of the fragments does not increase the size of the list. 
F.1 EM-ES for Independent Swaps
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , EM-ES conceptually consists of six phases which communicate via sorters 7 . As a simplification, we assume for the moment that there exist no two swaps that share any source id or target edge. Thus, we currently only consider the communication shown at the top of the figure:
• Request nodes and load nodes -The goal of these two phases is to load every referenced edge: We iterate over the input sequence of swaps S and push for the s-th swap σ( a, b , d) two messages edge req(a, s, 0) and edge req(b, s, 1) into a sorter EdgeReq. A message's third entry encodes whether the request is for the first or second edge of a swap, which becomes relevant when we allow dependencies. EM-ES then scans in parallel through the edge list E L and the requests EdgeReq which are now sorted by edge ids. If there is a request edge req(i, s, p) for an edge e i = [u, v], the edge's node pair is sent to the requesting swap by pushing message edge msg(s, p, (u, v)) into sorter EdgeMsg.
Additionally, for every edge we push a bit into the sequence InvalidEdge which is asserted iff an edge received a request. These edges are considered invalid and will implicitly be deleted during the last phase. Since both phases produce only a constant amount of data per input element, we get an I/O complexity of O(sort(k) + scan(m)).
• Simulate swaps and load existence -The two phases gather all information required to decide whether a swap is legal: EM-ES scans through the sequence of swaps S and EdgeMsg in parallel. For the s-th swap σ( a, b , d), there are exactly two messages edge msg(s, 0, e a ) and edge msg(s, 1, e b ) in EdgeMsg. This information suffices to compute the switched edges e σ a and e σ b under the assumption that the swap is performed. To avoid parallel edges, it remains to test whether the switched edges do already exist. This is done by pushing existence requests exist req(e σ a , s) and exist req(e σ b , s) in the sorter ExistReq. Afterwards, a parallel scan through the edge list E L and ExistReq is performed to answer the existence requests. Only if an edge e requested by swap id s is found, the message exist msg(s, e) is pushed into the sorter ExistMsg. Both phases hence incur a total of O(sort(k) + scan(m)) I/Os.
• Perform swaps: We rewind the EdgeMsg sorter and scan through the sequence of swaps S and the sorters EdgeMsg and ExistMsg in parallel. As described in the simulation phase, EM-ES computes the switched edges e σ a and e σ b from the original state e a and e b . The swap is marked illegal if a switched edge is a self-loop or if an existence info is received via ExistMsg. If σ is legal we push the switched edges e σ a and e σ b into the sorter EdgeUpdates, otherwise we push the source edges e a and e b . This phase requires O(sort(k)) I/Os. 
F.2 Dependencies Between Swaps
In contrast to our previous assumption, multiple swaps may share source ids or target edges. In this case, EM-ES resolves such conflicts by producing the same result as if the sequence were evaluated swap by swap. The following modifications ensure correct operation for all possible dependencies:
• Consider the case that swap σ s 1 ( a, b , d) changes the state of edges e a and e b to e σ 1 a and e σ 1 b respectively. Later, a swap σ 2 inquires about the existence of either of the four edges which has obviously changed compared to the initial state.
We extend the simulation phase in order to track these modifications: Here, we not only push messages exist req(e σ 1 a , s 1 ) and exist req(e σ 1 b , s 1 ) into sorter EdgeReq, but also report that the original edges may change. This is achieved using messages exist req(e a , s 1 , may change) and exist req(e b , s 1 , may change) pushed into the same sorter. If there are dependencies, multiple messages are received for the same edge e during the load existence phase. In this case, only the request of the first swap involved is answered as before. Also every swap σ s 1 is informed about its direct successor σ s 2 (if any) by pushing the message exist succ(s 1 , e, s 2 ) into the sorter ExistSucc. This yields a linear dependency chain.
During the perform swaps phase, EM-ES performs the same steps as described earlier.
The swap may receive a successor for every edge it sent an existence request to and it informs each successor about the state of the appropriate edge after the swap is processed. This communication uses time forward processing on exist msg messages. None of the modifications above changes the EM-ES's asymptotic I/O complexity.
As an optimization, the longest tail of dependency chain that consists only of may change requests is deleted during the load existence phase.
• Two swaps share an edge id. Consider two swaps σ s 1 ( a 1 , b 1 , d 1 ) and σ s 2 ( a 2 , b 2 , d 2 ) where s 2 > s 1 is the smallest index with ({a 1 , b 1 }∩{a 2 , b 2 }) = ∅. This issue is detected during the load nodes phase when at least messages edge req(x, s 1 , p 1 ) and edge reg(x, s 2 , p 2 ) arrive for the same edge id x. In this case, we answer only the request of s 1 and build a dependency chain as described before using messages id succ(s 1 , p 1 , s 2 , p 2 ) that are pushed into the sorter IdSucc.
During the simulation phase, EM-ES cannot decide whether a swap is legal. Therefore, if σ s 1 receives a successor notification id succ(s 1 , p 1 , s 2 , p 2 ) it sends the original edge state e as well as the updated edge e σ 1 to the p 2 -th slot of σ s 2 using a PQ. If a swap receives multiple edge states per slot, it simulates the swap for every possible combination in the ordinary fashion.
During the perform swaps phase, EM-ES operates as described in the independent case: it computes the swapped edges and determines whether the swap has to be skipped. If a successor exists, the new state is not pushed into the EdgeUpdates sorter but forwarded to the successor in a TFP fashion. This way, every invalidated edge id receives exactly one update in EdgeUpdates and the merging remains correct.
Due to the second modification, EM-ES's complexity increases with the number of swaps that target the same edge id: Consider two edge indices a and b which are targeted by two swaps σ 1 and σ 2 not sharing any nodes. Later a third swap σ 3 ( a, b , d 3 ) is supposed to switch a and b. Since it is not known during the simulation phase whether σ 1 and σ 2 are legal, σ 3 receives two states from each and computes swaps over all four combinations. Recursion yields an unlikely worst case with a state space of size Θ(2 l ) where l is the length of the dependency chain. However, it requires Θ(2 l ) independent swaps. Therefore, the state size grows at most linearly in the number of swaps involved. Let X i be a random variable expressing the number of swaps edge id i is referenced by. Since every swap constitutes two independent Bernoulli trails towards id i, X i is binomially distributed with p = 1/m, yielding an expected chain length of 2k/m. Also for k = m/2 swaps, max 1≤i≤n X i = O(ln(m)/ ln ln(m)) holds with high probability based on a balls-into-bins argument [31] .
In order to keep the dependency chains short, EM-ES splits the sequence of swaps S into R ≈ α · k/m runs of equal size where α is a small constant integer (refer to chapter 9.1 for an experimental evaluation). For every run, the algorithm executes the six phases as described before. Each time the graph is updated, the mapping between an edge and its id may change. The switching probabilities, however, remain unaltered due to the initial assumption of uniformly distributed swaps.
F.3 Implementation
Among others, we applied the following optimizations for EM-ES:
• Most message types contain both a swap id and a flag indicating which of the swap's edges is targeted. We encoded both of them in a single integer by using all but the least significant bit (LSB) for the swap id and store the flag in the LSB. This significantly reduces the memory volume and yields a simpler comparison operator since the standard integer comparison already ensures the correct lexicographic order. • Instead of storing and reading the sequence of swaps several times, we exploit the implementation's pipeline structure and directly issue edge id requests for every swap arriving. Since this is the only time edge ids are read from a swap, only the remaining direction flag is stored in an efficient EM vector that uses one bit per flag and supports I/O-efficient writing and reading. This can be overlapped with an ongoing EM-ES run. • Instead of storing each edge in the sorted external edge list as a pair of nodes, we only store each source node once and then a sequence of target nodes. This still supports sequential scan and merge operations which are the only operations we need. This almost halves the I/O volume of scanning or updating the edge list. • During the execution of several runs we can delay the updating of the edge list and combine it with the loading of the edges in the second phase of the next run. This reduces the number of scans per additional run from three to two. • We use asynchronous stream adapters for tasks such as streaming from sorters or the generation of random numbers. These adapters run in parallel to preprocess and buffer portions of the stream in advance and hand them over to the main thread. Due to the computational costs, graphs with n ≥ 10 5 have a reduced multiplicity. In case of the original implementation it may be based on a single run which accounts for the few outliers. Figure 11 : Comparison of the original LFR implementation and our EM solution for values values of 10 3 ≤ n ≤ 10 6 , µ∈{0.2, 0.4, 0.6}, ν∈{2, 3, 4}, O = n, γ= − 2, β= − 1 d min =10, d max =n/20, s min =10ν, s max =ν · n/20. Clustering is performed using OSLOM and compared to the ground-truth emitted by the generator using a generalized Normalized Mutual Information (NMI); S ≥ 5.
